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ADULT BRAIN

In Vivo 7T MR Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping Reveals
Opposite Susceptibility Contrast between Cortical and White
Matter Lesions in Multiple Sclerosis
X W. Bian, X E. Tranvinh, X T. Tourdias, X M. Han, X T. Liu, X Y. Wang, X B. Rutt, and X M.M. Zeineh

ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Magnetic susceptibility measured with quantitative susceptibility mapping has been proposed as a
biomarker for demyelination and inﬂammation in patients with MS, but investigations have mostly been on white matter lesions. A
detailed characterization of cortical lesions has not been performed. The purpose of this study was to evaluate magnetic susceptibility in
both cortical and WM lesions in MS by using quantitative susceptibility mapping.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fourteen patients with MS were scanned on a 7T MR imaging scanner with T1-, T2-, and T2*-weighted
sequences. The T2*-weighted sequence was used to perform quantitative susceptibility mapping and generate tissue susceptibility maps.
The susceptibility contrast of a lesion was quantiﬁed as the relative susceptibility between the lesion and its adjacent normal-appearing
parenchyma. The susceptibility difference between cortical and WM lesions was assessed by using a t test.
RESULTS: The mean relative susceptibility was signiﬁcantly negative for cortical lesions (P ⬍ 10⫺7) but positive for WM lesions (P ⬍ 10⫺22).
A similar pattern was also observed in the cortical (P ⫽ .054) and WM portions (P ⫽ .043) of mixed lesions.
CONCLUSIONS: The negative susceptibility in cortical lesions suggests that iron loss dominates the susceptibility contrast in cortical
lesions. The opposite susceptibility contrast between cortical and WM lesions may reﬂect both their structural (degree of myelination) and
pathologic (degree of inﬂammation) differences, in which the latter may lead to a faster release of iron in cortical lesions.
ABBREVIATIONS: MPFLAIR ⫽ magnetization-prepared ﬂuid-attenuated inversion recovery; QSM ⫽ quantitative susceptibility mapping

M

ultiple sclerosis is a debilitating chronic inflammatory
disorder of the central nervous system. MS pathogenesis
is not fully understood and is thought to involve the whole
brain. While previous MS imaging studies have been largely
focused on white matter, recent investigations have focused on
the importance of cortical gray matter damage,1 because cor-
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tical lesions may be more relevant to physical and cognitive
disability in patients than WM lesions.2 This difference raises
questions about the various underlying pathologic aspects of
cortical and WM lesions. Histochemical staining has shown
that cortical lesions have a lower degree of inflammation3 and
blood-brain barrier damage than WM lesions,4 implying that
the cortical lesion may be partly independent of inflammation.5 Because it is useful to evaluate cortical and WM lesions
in vivo across the whole brain, MR imaging is an important
tool that complements histochemical staining.
While traditional water content– and proton mobility– based
MR imaging modalities show similar abnormalities for both cortical and WM lesions, advanced high-field-strength MR imaging
with susceptibility-weighted contrasts such as R2*/T2* mapping
and quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) may have the potential to discriminate features of cortical and WM lesions. In
active and chronic WM lesions, 7T MR imaging studies have
shown that regions with decreased R2* and increased magnetic
susceptibility correspond to histologically verified regions with
demyelination- and/or inflammation-associated iron accumulation.6-9 More recently, R2*/T2* mapping at 7T has shown deAJNR Am J Neuroradiol ●:●
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Table 1: Patient demographic/clinical data and lesion countsa
Disease
Sex
Age (yr)
Duration (yr)
Treatment Type
Patient
1
F
37
11
Copaxoneb
2
M
42
12
Copaxone
3
F
42
3
Copaxone
4
F
30
3
Tysabric
5
F
49
2
Rebifd
6
M
32
6
Copaxone
7
M
42
1
Copaxone
8
F
33
1
Copaxone
9
F
44
15
No Treatment
10
F
31
1
No Treatment
11
F
41
16
Tysabri
12
F
58
25
Copaxone
13
M
37
8
Copaxone
14
M
48
6
Copaxone
Mean
40.4 ⫾ 7.9
7.9 ⫾ 7.2
Total

Minimum WM
Lesion Age (mo)

Cortical
Lesion

WM Lesion

Mixed
Lesion

12
10
8
9
18
10
7
10
6
3
4
6
13
5
8.6 ⫾ 4.0

2
1
0
5
7
3
1
0
0
0
2
6
0
0
1.9 ⫾ 2.3
27

6
11
2
23
13
30
5
4
4
12
15
7
15
0
10.5 ⫾ 8.4
147

1
0
0
1
1
4
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0.64 ⫾ 1.1
9

a

Patients 9 and 10 were not on any disease-modifying treatment at the time of their 7T scans. Patient 9 was on Tysabri, but it was stopped 6 months prior to her 7T scan. All
patients had relapsing-remitting MS except patient 11, who was in a transitional stage between relapsing-remitting MS and secondary-progressive MS but was still being treated
for relapsing-remitting MS. Patient 14 had lesions that all regressed before the 7T scan.
b
Glatiramer acetate injection.
c
Natalizumab.
d
Interferon ␤-1a.

Table 2: Parameters for MR imaging sequencesa
Parameters
T2* SPGR
Acquisition
2D axial
TR
1200 ms
TE
17.7 ms
TI
NA
Flip angle
60°
Bandwidth
19.2 kHz
FOV
180
Matrix
384 ⫻ 384
No. of sections
90
Resolution
0.47 ⫻ 0.47 ⫻ 1 mm3
Acceleration factor
ASSET 2
Acquisition time (min:s)
6:39

T1 WM-Nulled MPRAGE
3D coronal
8.3 ms
3.7 ms
680 ms
4°
15.6 kHz
180
180 ⫻ 180
256
1 ⫻ 1 ⫻ 1 mm3
ARC 1.5 ⫻ 1.5
5:54

T1 CSF-Nulled MPRAGE
3D coronal
3.9 ms
8.5 ms
1200 ms
6°
19.2 kHz
180
224 ⫻ 224
256
0.8 ⫻ 0.8 ⫻ 0.8 mm3
ASSET 2.5
6:20

T2 MPFLAIR
3D coronal
8000 ms
109.8 ms
2135 ms
90°
62.5 kHz
180
224 ⫻ 224
256
0.8 ⫻ 0.8 ⫻ 0.8 mm3
ARC 2 ⫻ 2
5:48

Note:—ASSET indicates array spatial sensitivity encoding technique; SPGR, spoiled gradient-recalled; ARC, Autocalibrating Reconstruction for Cartesian; NA, not applicable.
a
Two patients had a slightly different resolution for T2* SPGR. One (patient 4 in Table 1) had a resolution of 0.47 ⫻ 0.47 ⫻ 1.2 mm3 and the other (patient 11 in Table 1) had a
resolution of 0.47 ⫻ 0.47 ⫻ 1.1 mm3.

creased R2*/increased T2* in cortical lesions, indicating loss of
both iron and myelin.10-13
However, simultaneous assessment of the susceptibility
contrast in both cortical and WM lesions has not been performed, in particular by using in vivo QSM, which can measure
tissue magnetic susceptibility with high reproducibility, even
in the cortex.14 Compared with other susceptibility-based imaging techniques such as phase imaging, susceptibilityweighted imaging, and R2*/T2* mapping, the deconvolution
inherent in QSM removes the interfering effects of the susceptibility sources external to a voxel and makes the susceptibility
sources within the voxel quantifiable.15,16 In addition, the high
SNR and resolution at a high field strength of 7T increase the in
vivo quantification quality of QSM to benefit the characterization of small cortical lesions.
The purpose of this study was to use QSM at 7T to measure
and compare in vivo susceptibility contrast in both cortical and
WM lesions and identify differences that may reflect the known
pathologic difference between the 2 subtypes of lesions.
2
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We recruited 15 patients with MS from February 2013 to August 2013 at the Stanford University MS clinic. Informed consent was obtained from each patient, and the study was approved by our institutional review board. An MS neurologist
(M.H., with 10 years’ experience) evaluated patients on the
basis of their clinical presentations, investigative work-ups,
and the McDonald criteria.17 While quantitative clinical metrics of disability were not available for our subjects, patient
medications taken at the time of the study are shown in Table 1.
One patient was excluded from analysis because of a dataacquisition error prohibiting QSM reconstruction.

MR Imaging
All MR images were performed on a 7T scanner (Discovery
MR950; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with a 32-channel phased array receive coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, Massachusetts). The imaging protocol (Table 2) covering the supraten-

Lesion Identiﬁcation and
Segmentation
All images were examined by raters and
determined to be of adequate quality for
MS lesion detection and characterization. MS lesions were defined as having
abnormal signal on all traditional imaging sequences (hypointense on T1-CSFnulled MPRAGE and hyperintense on
T2*-spoiled gradient-recalled, T1-WMnulled MPRAGE, and T2-MPFLAIR) by
the most votes from 3 experienced MS
imaging investigators who reviewed images independently and were blinded to
QSM images (E.T., neuroradiologist
with 6 years’ experience; W.B., neuroimaging scientist with 6 years’ experience; M.M.Z., neuroradiologist, with 11
years’ experience). Only lesions of ⱖ2
mm were identified. All available 3T
clinical scans before the current 7T scan
were evaluated to identify whether any
WM lesions were new or enhancing. The
gray-white matter boundary on the T1CSF-nulled MPRAGE images was used
to distinguish WM, cortical, or mixed
cortical-WM lesions: All WM lesions
were completely within the WM, all corFIG 1. ROI deﬁnition. A whole section of magnitude (A) and QSM images (B) show 1 cortical lesion tical lesions were primarily (⬎75%)
(red arrows) and 1 WM lesion (blue arrows). C, The ROIs of the cortical lesion and its adjacent within the cortex, and all mixed lesions
normal-appearing cortical gray matter counterpart are delineated in red and green lines, respec- were 25%–75% within both the WM
tively. D, The ROIs of the WM lesion and its adjacent normal-appearing white matter counterpart
and cortex.
are delineated in blue and pink lines, respectively. ROIs were ﬁrst deﬁned on T2*-spoiled gradiOn T2*-spoiled gradient-recalled
ent-recalled images and then transferred to the other coregistered images. The gap between the
lesion ROIs and the adjacent normal-appearing parenchyma reduces the partial volume effect in images, ROIs covering all hyperintense
the segmentation. CSFnMPRAGE indicates CSF-nulled MPRAGE; WMnMPRAGE, WM-nulled voxels were manually drawn jointly by
MPRAGE.
W.B. and E.T. on multiple continuous
image sections. WM and cortical lesion
torial brain included the following: 1) a T2*-weighted
ROIs were drawn only within the WM and cortex, respectively,
multisection 2D fast spoiled gradient-recalled sequence, 2) a corand each mixed lesion had 2 adjacent ROIs defined separately in
onal T1-weighted 3D WM-nulled MPRAGE sequence,18 3) a corits cortical and WM portions. Reference ROIs were drawn on
onal T1-weighted 3D CSF-nulled MPRAGE sequence, and 4) a
adjacent normal-appearing WM for WM lesions or adjacent norcoronal 3D T2-weighted magnetization-prepared fluid-attenumal-appearing GM for cortical lesions. These normal-appearing
ated inversion recovery (MPFLAIR) sequence.19 The T1- and T2ROIs were delineated from a single central section that contained
weighted images were acquired to aid in lesion identification and
the lesion (Fig 1). A donut-shaped region of adjacent homogesegmentation. The T2*-spoiled gradient-recalled images were
neous WM was used for normal-appearing WM; a homogeneous
first reconstructed into both magnitude and phase images, and
region of adjacent cortex continuous with both sides of the lesion
then QSM images were computed by using the morphology-enwas used for the normal-appearing GM. For a mixed lesion, 2
abled dipole inversion method,20 which performs Laplacian
adjacent normal-appearing ROIs were defined separately for their
phase unwrapping first, followed by phase deconvolution by uscorresponding normal-appearing cortical and WM portions. The
ing L1-norm minimization. To reduce the artifacts at the edge of
adjacent normal-appearing ROI was within a 10-pixel vicinity of
brain while preserving as much as possible of the cortex, we
the lesion. A small gap was left between the lesion ROI and its
eroded the unwrapped phase by 2.5 mm (⬃5 pixels) before the
adjacent normal-appearing ROI to reduce potential partial voldeconvolution. For each patient, the T1-WM-nulled MPRAGE,
ume artifacts. After all ROIs had been segmented, the ROIs of
T1-CSF-nulled MPRAGE, and T2-MPFLAIR images were rigidly
lesions were overlaid on QSM images for a final quality control
coregistered to the T2*-magnitude images by using the FMRIB
evaluation. Any blood vessels in the ROIs were removed, and any
Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT; http://www.fmrib.ox.
cortical or mixed lesions that were eroded or contaminated with
ac.uk/) in FSL 21 with a mutual information cost function.
artifacts due to QSM postprocessing were excluded from analysis.
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol ●:●
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The susceptibility contrast of a lesion was quantified as the relative
susceptibility between the lesion and its normal-appearing parenchyma, which was calculated by subtracting the mean susceptibility in the normal-appearing ROI from that in the lesion ROI.

Statistics
The relative susceptibility values for the set of cortical lesions,
cortical portions of mixed lesions, WM lesions, and the WM portions of mixed lesions were each compared with zero by using the
1-sample t test. The relative susceptibility values in all cortical and
WM lesions in the same subject were also averaged respectively;
then, the above t test were repeated. The statistical significance
threshold was set as P ⬍ .05, with multiple comparisons corrected
by the Bonferroni method.

A

RESULTS
Of the 14 patients (40.4 ⫾ 7.9 years of age, 7.9 ⫾ 7.2 years of
disease duration; see more detail in Table 1), 13 patients had
relapsing-remitting MS, while 1 patient had relapsing-remitting MS but was transitioning to secondary-progressive MS.
Twelve patients were undergoing disease-modifying therapy.
A total of 183 lesions were identified (after removing 1 cortical
lesion that contained notable artifacts on the QSM image): 27
(14.8%) cortical, 147 (80.3%) WM, and 9 (4.9%) mixed. Eight
of the 14 patients had cortical lesions (Table 1). Prior clinical
3T MR images indicated that all WM lesions were older than 3
months, and 8 of them (all from patient 4) were once contrastenhancing ⬎9 months before the 7T scan (Table 1), suggesting
(but not proving) that none of the WM lesions in our sample
were acute. Cortical lesions could not be reliably identified on
prior 3T clinical images, and their ages were not determined.
All patients were clinically stable between the time of the prior
scan and the 7T scan.
The mean relative susceptibility values for 147 WM and 27
cortical lesions were 0.014 ⫾ 0.014 ppm and ⫺0.018 ⫾ 0.013
ppm, respectively. The relative susceptibility value was positive
for 132 of the 147 (89.8%) WM lesions, but negative for 25 of the
27 (92.6%) cortical lesions (Figs 2A and 3). Of 2 cortical lesions
whose susceptibility was positive, one had a susceptibility of 0.008
ppm (with a dark center and an asymmetric bright rim, Fig 4) and
the other had a susceptibility that was almost zero (0.0004 ppm).
The mean relative susceptibility value was significantly higher
than zero for WM lesions (P ⬍ 10⫺22) but significantly lower than
zero for cortical lesions (P ⬍ 10⫺7) (Table 3).
After we averaged the susceptibility across lesions within
each patient, all 13 patients had positive average relative susceptibility values for WM lesions (0.014 ⫾ 0.010 ppm), and 7
of the 8 patients with cortical lesions had a negative average
relative susceptibility value for cortical lesions (⫺0.015 ⫾
0.009 ppm) (Fig 2B). The patient with a positive average relative cortical susceptibility value for cortical lesions had only 1
cortical lesion (Fig 4). This patient-averaged relative susceptibility value was again significantly higher than zero (P ⬍ .0004)
for WM lesions but significantly lower than zero (P ⬍ .004) for
cortical lesions (Table 3).
The relative susceptibility values for WM and cortical portions
in 9 mixed lesions were 0.014 ⫾ 0.018 ppm and ⫺0.009 ⫾ 0.012
4
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FIG 2. Relative susceptibility in MS lesions. A, The relative susceptibility in each individual lesion. Each black line on the right connects a
pair of WM and cortical portions in a mixed lesion. B, The mean
relative susceptibility after averaging the relative susceptibility across
all lesions per type for each patient (13 patients had WM lesions, and
8 patients had cortical lesions).

ppm, respectively. All 9 mixed lesions had higher relative susceptibility values in their WM portions compared with their cortical
counterparts. Seven of the 9 (77.8%) lesions had positive relative
susceptibility values in their WM portions (P ⫽ .043), and the same
percentage of lesions had negative relative susceptibility values in
their cortical portions (P ⫽ .054) (Figs 2A and 5 and Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Our data demonstrate that the magnetic susceptibility values relative to normal-appearing adjacent parenchyma are negative for
cortical lesions but positive for WM lesions, and a similar pattern
was also found in the cortical and WM portions of mixed lesions,
consistent with a recent postmortem study.22 The divergent contrast between cortical and WM lesions on QSM images cannot be
revealed by using traditional MR imaging contrasts, including T2,
T1, and T2*.

Positive Relative Susceptibility of WM Lesions
Our observation of positive relative susceptibility for WM lesions is in line with data from previous studies, in which most
WM lesions appeared QSM hyperintense/isointense relative to
normal-appearing WM.9,23 Demyelination (loss of diamagnetic myelin) has been identified as a contributor to the increased susceptibility.6-8 Accumulation of highly paramagnetic iron is also often found in microglia/macrophages near

FIG 3. MR images of representative WM and cortical lesions from patients 4 (A) and 5 (B). A whole section of the T2-MPFLAIR image is displayed
on the left column with a zoomed-in region (blue/red square) for all image contrasts. Two WM lesions (blue arrows) and 3 cortical lesions (red
arrows) are shown. WM and cortical lesions are hyper- and hypointense relative to their adjacent parenchyma on QSM images, respectively,
while both types of lesions show an identical contrast on all other images. CSFnMPRAGE indicates CSF-nulled MPRAGE; WMnMPRAGE,
WM-nulled MPRAGE.

FIG 4. MR images of the only cortical lesion from patient 2. The lesion had a positive relative susceptibility and demonstrated a hyperintense
core surrounded by an asymmetric hyperintense rim, suggesting that the lesion may have iron at its edge. Please see the Fig 3 legend for image
descriptions.
Table 3: Mean lesion susceptibility relative to normal-appearing parenchymaa
Mixed Lesions
WM Lesions Cortical Lesions WM Portion Cortical Portion
Relative susceptibility
0.014 ⫾ 0.014 ⫺0.018 ⫾ 0.013 0.014 ⫾ 0.018 ⫺0.009 ⫾ 0.012
(ppm) (per lesion
type)
P ⬍ 10⫺7
P ⬍ .043
P ⬍ .054
t test
P ⬍ 10⫺22
Relative susceptibility
0.014 ⫾ 0.010 ⫺0.015 ⫾ 0.009
–
–
(ppm) (per lesion type
per subject)
t test
P ⬍ .0004
P ⬍ .004
–
–
The null hypothesis of the t test is that the mean of relative susceptibility ⫽ 0. The signiﬁcance level is .0083 after
correcting multiple comparisons of 6 using the Bonferroni method.

a

the rim of acute and chronic active MS
lesions,6,7,24,25 which can also contribute to an increased susceptibility.
However, iron in most MS lesions will
regress as disease duration increases,
and in some inactive lesions, iron content could even be lower than that in
normal-appearing WM.25 This may
explain the presence of a few WM lesions with negative relative susceptibility. Nevertheless, because the susceptibility in most WM lesions was
still positive relative to normal-
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FIG 5. MR images of representative mixed lesions (yellow circles) from patients 1 (A) and 6 (B). The green dashed line divides a mixed lesion into
its cortical (red arrow) and WM (blue arrow) components. A, The lesion has a QSM hypointense cortical portion and a hyperintense WM portion
relative to adjacent normal-appearing GM and normal-appearing WM, respectively. B, The cortical component is hypointense compared with
normal-appearing GM, while the white matter component is centrally isointense but peripherally slightly hyperintense compared with normalappearing WM. Please see the Fig 3 legend for image descriptions.

appearing WM in our current study and previous studies,9,23 it
is likely that the effect of iron loss often does not completely
offset that of demyelination.

Negative Relative Susceptibility of Cortical Lesions
In contrast to the positive relative susceptibility of WM lesions,
the negative relative susceptibility of cortical lesions is counterintuitive, though supported by a recent postmortem study.22 Potential factors for susceptibility decrease are an iron decrease and/or
a myelin increase. In theory, after initial demyelination, remyelination is possible in MS, but the regenerated myelin sheath is
typically thinner than normal myelin26; this finding is consistent
with overall reduced myelin relative to normal-appearing gray
matter in histologic studies.10,27 Accompanying demyelination,
loss of iron in cortical lesions has also been observed.10 The 2
contributions both lead to a decreased R2* (or increased T2*), as
has been consistently reported in recent MR imaging studies.10-13
However, unlike their similar effects on R2*/T2*, demyelination
increases whereas the loss of iron decreases susceptibility. Therefore, in this particular case, QSM resolves a limitation of R2*/T2*
mapping because it allows us to further conclude that in cortical
lesions, iron loss dominates the susceptibility contrast over
demyelination.

Interpretation of the Different Susceptibility Contrast
The different susceptibility contrast between cortical and WM
lesions may be partly because the degree of myelination in the
cortex is much less than that in WM, while the difference in their
iron concentration is small.28 When both demyelination and iron
loss are present, less iron loss is required to overwhelm demyelination in cortical lesions compared with WM. Indeed, in the cortex, iron has already been demonstrated to be the dominant
source of MR susceptibility contrast and is well-correlated to both
susceptibility and R2*/T2*.29,30 Alternatively, this finding suggests that whenever there is increased iron in cortical lesions, a
positive susceptibility value should be expected. The observation
of iron accumulation in active cortical lesions has been reported
6
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in a previous study,27 and the positive susceptibility for cortical
lesions did occur in our study. However, these positive susceptibility lesions were only 7.4% of all our cortical lesions. Although
one may argue that this could be because most of our cortical
lesions were in their chronic stage, in chronic WM lesions, an
increased iron level can be maintained for several years.9,31 Moreover, recent results from R2*/T2* mapping consistently showed
reduced R2* (or increased T2*) in cortical lesions,10-13 and this
could be even independent of disease stage.11,12 Thus, the underlying structural difference between the white matter and cortex
alone may not explain all of the susceptibility difference, and
pathologic changes that evolve differentially with time may also
play a role.
Pathologically, an intact BBB and low degree of inflammation
in cortical lesions suggest that there are fewer macrophages/microglia (either infiltrated or locally activated) than in WM lesions,
especially at the active and chronic active phases.6,25 These cells
phagocytize iron released from damaged oligodendrocytes and
retain the iron in chronic WM lesions until the macrophages and
microglia degenerate.25 Therefore, the paucity of these iron holders in cortical lesions may reduce the time interval for an increased
iron level in these lesions. Thus, we speculate that compared with
WM lesions, the time window for the initial phase of iron accumulation is narrower in cortical lesions due to their faster iron
release secondary to the lack of inflammatory cells. This narrow
time window could make it difficult for susceptibility-contrast
MR imaging to depict the stage of iron accumulation in cortical
lesions. Because free iron can cause oxidative neurodegeneration,25 the faster release of iron in cortical lesions may partly explain why cortical lesion load is more strongly correlated to the
degree of neurodegeneration in MS.2 Nevertheless, this speculation warrants further investigation with longitudinal and contrast-enhanced studies.
Several limitations in our study should be addressed. First, due
to the still low in vivo sensitivity of MR imaging to cortical lesions,10 our sampling of cortical lesions was likely incomplete and

could be biased. The number of cortical lesions that can be analyzed can be further reduced after QSM reconstruction. Second,
although we examined the lesion age by looking at the most recent
clinically available contrast-enhanced 3T MR imaging, this can be
imprecise for white matter and offers no information for cortical
lesions. Given the lack of prior 7T imaging and/or concurrent
gadolinium contrast administration, the acute nature of each individual lesion was not definitively ascertainable. Third, the relevance of the presumed iron loss in cortical lesions to clinical disability was not quantified. Last, QSM alone cannot distinguish the
contribution of demyelination from that of an iron increase,
which would often be seen at the acute phase of both cortical and
WM lesions because QSM exhibits a positive sign in both cases,
while R2* will decrease for demyelination and increase for iron
deposition. To completely distinguish the susceptibility contributions from myelin and iron, our future studies will combine information from both QSM and R2* mapping.

CONCLUSIONS
QSM reveals an average negative magnetic susceptibility in cortical lesions and an average positive magnetic susceptibility in WM
lesions, relative to their adjacent normal-appearing parenchyma.
The negative susceptibility in cortical lesions suggests that iron
loss dominates their susceptibility contrast. The different susceptibility contrast between cortical and WM lesions may reflect both
their structural (degree of myelination) and pathologic (degree of
inflammation) differences, in which the latter may lead to a faster
release of iron in cortical lesions.
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